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Electric DipoleElectric Dipole

!! Torque acting on a dipole Torque acting on a dipole 
tends to rotate tends to rotate pp into the into the 
direction of direction of E    E    

!! Work done by Work done by EE fieldfield on on 
dipole when rotateddipole when rotated

Ep
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∫= θτdW



Electric DipoleElectric Dipole
!! Potential energy, Potential energy, UU, related to work, , related to work, WW by   by   

!! Potential energy related to torquePotential energy related to torque

!! UU related to the orientation of dipole in related to the orientation of dipole in EE field field 
!! Least when Least when pp and and EE are in same directions are in same directions 
!! Greatest when Greatest when pp and and EE are in opposite directions are in opposite directions 

θcospEEpU −=•−=
rr

∫−=−= θτdWU



Checkpoint #5Checkpoint #5

!! Rank a) magnitude of torque and b) Rank a) magnitude of torque and b) UU , greatest , greatest 
to leastto least

!! Magnitudes are sameMagnitudes are same
!! a) All tiea) All tie

!! UU greatest at greatest at θθ = 180= 180
!! b) 1 & 3 tie, then 2 &4 b) 1 & 3 tie, then 2 &4 

θτ sinpEEp =×=
rrr

θcospEEpU −=•−=
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Charge distributionsCharge distributions

!! CalculateCalculate EE field from a continuous line or region field from a continuous line or region 
of charge of charge -- Use calculus and a charge density Use calculus and a charge density 

!! Linear charge density Linear charge density 

!! Surface charge densitySurface charge density

!! Volume charge densityVolume charge density

LengthQ /=λ

AreaQ /=σ

VolumeQ /=ρ



ChargeCharge distributionsdistributions

!! Ring of radius Ring of radius RR and positive and positive 
charge density charge density λλ

!! Divide ring into diff. elements Divide ring into diff. elements 
of charge so  of charge so  

2r
qkE =

dsdq λ=



Electric Field of Charged RingElectric Field of Charged Ring

!! Charge ring has Charge ring has EE of of 

!! Check Check z z >>>>R  R  thenthen

!! From far away ring looks like From far away ring looks like 
point chargepoint charge
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Electric Field of Charged DiskElectric Field of Charged Disk

!! Charge disk of radius Charge disk of radius RR

!! Let RLet R→∞→∞ then getthen get

!! Acts as infinite sheet of a nonActs as infinite sheet of a non--
conductor with uniform charge conductor with uniform charge 
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Gauss� LawGauss� Law

!! Easier way to calculate Easier way to calculate EE fields fields ��

Gauss� LawGauss� Law

!! Equivalent to Coulomb�s law  Equivalent to Coulomb�s law  
!! Use in symmetrical situationsUse in symmetrical situations
!! Gaussian surfaces Gaussian surfaces �� hypothetical closed hypothetical closed 

surfacesurface



FluxFlux

!! Flux, Flux, ΦΦ,, is rate of flow is rate of flow 
through an areathrough an area

!! Create area vector, Create area vector, 
!! magnitude is A,magnitude is A,
!! direction is normal (direction is normal (⊥⊥ ) to ) to 

areaarea

!! Flux of a velocity field Flux of a velocity field 
through an area through an area 

!! Relate velocity and area byRelate velocity and area by

( ) AvAv
rr •==Φ θcos

A
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FluxFlux

∑ ∆•=Φ AE
rr

!! Gaussian surface in  Gaussian surface in  
nonnon--uniform uniform EE fieldfield

!! Divide Gaussian Divide Gaussian 
surface into squares surface into squares 
of area of area ∆∆AA

!! Flux of Flux of EE field isfield is



FluxFlux

∑ ∆•=Φ AE
rr

!! Let Let ∆∆A become small so A become small so 
flux becomes integral flux becomes integral 
over Gaussian surfaceover Gaussian surface

!! Flux is proportional to Flux is proportional to 
net # of E field lines net # of E field lines 
passing through surfacepassing through surface

∫ •=Φ AdE
rr



FluxFlux

!! If If EE field points inward at surface, field points inward at surface, ΦΦ is is ��

!! If If EE field points outward at surface, field points outward at surface, ΦΦ is +is +

!! If If EE field is along surface, field is along surface, ΦΦ is zerois zero

!! If equal # of field lines enter as leave closed If equal # of field lines enter as leave closed 
surface the net surface the net ΦΦ is zerois zero
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FluxFlux

!! Calculate flux of uniform Calculate flux of uniform 
EE through cylinderthrough cylinder

!! 3 surfaces 3 surfaces -- a, b, and ca, b, and c

!! Flux isFlux is

∫ •=Φ AdE
rr
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FluxFlux

( ) 090cos =∫ dAE
b
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Gauss� LawGauss� Law
!! Gauss� Law Gauss� Law 

!! Also write it asAlso write it as

!! Net charge Net charge qqencenc is sum of all enclosed charges is sum of all enclosed charges 
and may be +, and may be +, --, or zero, or zero

encq=Φ0ε

encqAdE =•∫
rr

0ε



Gauss� Law = Coulomb�s LawGauss� Law = Coulomb�s Law



!! What is the flux for What is the flux for 
each surface?each surface?

!! net net SS11 -- qqencenc is +           is +           
ΦΦ is outward and +is outward and +

!! SS22 -- qqencenc is is --
ΦΦ is inward and is inward and ��

!! SS33 �� qqencenc is 0                  is 0                  
ΦΦ is 0is 0

!! SS44 �� total total qqencenc is 0        is 0        
ΦΦ is 0  is 0  

encq=Φ0ε



Gauss� LawGauss� Law

!! What happens to the flux if I had a charge, Q,  What happens to the flux if I had a charge, Q,  
outside a Gaussian surface?outside a Gaussian surface?

!! NothingNothing -- qqencenc does not change does not change 

!! EE field does change but charge outside the field does change but charge outside the 
surface contributes zero net surface contributes zero net ΦΦ through surfacethrough surface

encq=Φ0ε



ConductorsConductors

!! Theorem forTheorem for charged isolated conductorcharged isolated conductor
with a net charge with a net charge QQ
!! Charge is always on the surface Charge is always on the surface 
!! No charge inside the conductorNo charge inside the conductor
!! E = 0  E = 0  inside the conductorinside the conductor

!! At the surface of a charged conductor the At the surface of a charged conductor the 
EE field is field is ⊥⊥ to the surfaceto the surface





ConductorsConductors

!! Usually charge on conductor is not Usually charge on conductor is not 
uniform (except for a sphere)uniform (except for a sphere)

!! Charge will accumulate more at sharp Charge will accumulate more at sharp 
points on an irregularly shaped conductorpoints on an irregularly shaped conductor



Example 1aExample 1a

!! Have point charge of Have point charge of 
--5.05.0µµC C notnot centered centered 
inside an electrically inside an electrically 
neutral spherical neutral spherical 
metal shellmetal shell

!! What are the induced What are the induced 
charges on the inner charges on the inner 
and outer surfaces of and outer surfaces of 
the shell?the shell?



Example 1bExample 1b
!! E=0 inside conductorE=0 inside conductor
!! Thus Thus ΦΦ=0 for =0 for 

Gaussian surfaceGaussian surface
!! So So netnet charge charge 

enclosed must be 0enclosed must be 0
!! Induced charge of Induced charge of 

+5.0+5.0µµC lies on inner C lies on inner 
wall of spherewall of sphere

!! Shell is neutral so Shell is neutral so 
charge of charge of --5.05.0µµC on C on 
outer wallouter wall



Example 1cExample 1c
!! Are the charges on Are the charges on 

the sphere surfaces the sphere surfaces 
uniform?uniform?

!! Charge is offCharge is off--center center 
so more + charge so more + charge 
collects on inner wall collects on inner wall 
nearest point chargenearest point charge

!! Outer wall the charge Outer wall the charge 
is uniformis uniform
!! No E inside shell to No E inside shell to 

affect distributionaffect distribution
!! Spherical shapeSpherical shape


